Chevelle central

Here you'll find thousands of products from only the best manufacturers representing the
highest quality in restoration and restyling components available. Muscle Car Central is the
source for all your classic Muscle Car needs. Our goal at Muscle Car Central is to give our
customers the best buying experience possible. We strive to give all customers the best
support with sales and service. We want your restoration process to be a fun and positive
experience. The highest quality parts, budget friendly pricing with the best customer service in
the industry. Your complete source for Super Sport restoration parts and accessories. We got
you covered on your - Chevy Super Sport parts. This list of parts is only an example of the
thousands of parts we offer for the Super Sport Chevelle and Nova models. Shop around today
and get that SS back on the road! Muscle Car Central supports, sponsors and attends many Car
Shows throughout the year. Get your order placed for free delivery to any show we attend.
Please remember to order online or call ahead so we will have ample time to get your order
ready. Be sure and stop by our booth! Select Your Model. Your One-Stop Shop Here you'll find
thousands of products from only the best manufacturers representing the highest quality in
restoration and restyling components available. More About Us. Upcoming Car Shows. Featured
Products Shop our top recommended products that we use on a daily basis. International
Ordering We Ship Worldwide! More About Us Covers a wide range of specs for the 67 Chevelle
SS models from Mechanical Features and engine specs to interior and safty features. Engines
covered include , , , , and This book has be Autographed by Author Alan Colvin. Chevrolet by
the Numbers is the only authoritative reference for identifying and verifying the correct
Chevrolet parts, by casting number, for your exact model. With this correct information you will
avoid buying â€” and being sold â€” the wrong parts. Chevrolet by the Numbers tells you which
parts to look for, why they are special, and which engines those parts came with. Other books
rely on secondhand information or out-of-date part numbers. He interviewed the original
manufacturers and engineers and brings you fascinating stories of parts development from
behind the factory gates. Most of this information has never before been seen in public. If you
absolutely want to know the original parts for your Chevrolet â€” not what interchanges or fits,
but the correct part that came with your car when it was assembled â€” Chevrolet by the
Numbers has the answer. New show quality polished chrome center caps set featuring the
raised "SS" logo on black background for your Chevelle or Nova. Exact in detail to Chevelle and
Nova originals. This kit includes all 4 caps, backing retainers, and mounting hardware. If you
want the real factory correct Super Sport caps, here they are. Magnificent set of center caps!
New SS wheel center cap retainer mounting bolts for your GM classic. These are the cap
mounting backing retainer bolts. Designed to work with the five spoke SS wheel rims. Correct
shape, size, and details. Sold as an 8 piece kit, does all four caps. New SS wheel center cap
retainer for your GM classic. This is the cap mounting backing, retainer. Replaces original GM
part number perfectly. These are Premium Quality made wheels at a Great Price. We are proud
to offer an OE style all steel USA made rally wheel with the correct argent silver finish. Order
your new wheel today!! Exact fit for all 64 - 67 hardtop, coupe models. Includes both arms and
both blades. Black finish for a custom look. These wiper arms and blades are made to OE sizes
and specs for a perfect fit and function. The only thing different than the originals is the black
finish, order yours today! Must choose your wheel size. This is a great kit at a great price and
perfect for your Chevelle or Nova, order yours today! Pure American pride for your ride!!! This
tachometer will take the place of clock or blank in the dash cluster. Easy installation and will
work with most all ignition systems. This is a very cool conversion and it keeps your dash
looking clean and original. Try the new and improved cans available in 16 oz. No mess,
water-based formula. This is a perfect addition to your fire safety needs. Sometimes better to
use than a expensive fire extinguisher. NOT designed to replace Fire Extinguishers. This truly is
a must have for your garage or while cruising your classic. Also great for any car show that you
might attend. Don't leave home without it! Using a no-mess, water-based formula, FireAde is
easy enough for anyone to operate. Just point and spray. With a water-based, no mess formula
effective on grease and fuels, FireAde became an immediate best-seller. FireAde works until the
can is empty, so you can use a little or use it all. FireAde's point-and-spray design makes it easy
for anyone to extinguish a fire. Brings many components back to life. Comes ready to go in an
easy to use 12 oz spray can. This is a very good quality paint at a reasonable price. Creates a
porcelain-like bond at high temperatures. Resists peeling, loss of adhesion, and blistering. Hi
solid formulation allows for more coverage than standard spray. Resists light cleaning solvents
such as mineral spirits. It protects against rust, has a low sheen and resists heat up to F
continuous. Correct design piston, springs, rings, and seals. Perfect if you want to save your
original master cylinder. Durable against harsh road and weather conditions. Direct replacement
for a proper fit. Manufactured to strict engineering quality standards. This new kit combines a
show stopping good looks with high quality braking components. Booster and master cylinder

comes in high quality Chrome for a great looking finish! This all Chrome kit will dress up any
Chevelle or Nova! The HDX is the performance upgrade for your daily driver or hot rod.
Pressure plates feature increased clamp loads and our Series organic clutch disc. They produce
percent more clamping pressure over stock and feature ductile iron, explosion-resistant
pressure rings that meet SFI certifications for use in competition. The HDX disc provides the
smooth engagement necessary for maximum performance and drivability. A new flywheel or the
resurfacing of the existing flywheel is required before installation. New heavy duty clutch and
pressure plate kit for your larger 11 inch bellhousings. Kit includes clutch disc, matched
pressure plate, clutch-alignment tool and throwout release bearing. Please check your clutch
and spline size before ordering. Over the years the bellhousing and clutch might have been
changed. Exact fit for all larger eleven inch clutch set ups. Overall measurement is 14 inches
and has teeth. Fits all internally balanced small block and big block engines. Will not work for or
externally balanced engines or newer style one piece rear main seal engines. Easy
plug-and-play installation, just twist to lock in place. The energy-efficient bulb operates within a
12V DC range and is designed to last 30, hours on your car, truck, SUV, or van, 25 times longer
than incandescent bulbs. Replaces any standard bulb. This bulb will replace the standard
backup bulbs. Sold each, order yours today!! New set of four 14 x 6 Rally wheel trim rings. Inner
clips go all the way around the ring. Outer lip is rounded and valve stem opening is "U" shaped.
Replaces GM part number Correct rally wheel picture shown is for reference only. Sold as a
matched set of 4 only. This steel wheel is 14 X 7 and sold individually. Perfect wheel for the
base model, super car, sleeper look. Comes primered and ready to paint the exact color you
desire. Proudly Made in the USA! Cap, Paint, and Tire are sold separately. Exact factory look
and design. Custom size of 14 inches in diameter and 7 inches wide. Comes pre-coated and
ready to go. Super Sport and big block style. Chevy guys love their big blocks, and many of the
baddest cars on the street in the late sixties sported Super Sport badges and wheels, letting
everyone know what was under the hood. The classic SS wheel from Wheel Vintiques features
durable silver powder coat finish with semi gloss black painted windows. This is a 14x7" wheel
with a single direct bolt 5 X 4. Add this super cool SS wheel to your classic today! New 14 x 7
Rally wheel trim ring for your classic. Picture of the correct wheel these fit is for reference only.
Set of four 14 x 7 Rally wheel trim rings. Part Number: WHE Exact stainless steel design. Exact
for 69 five spoke style wheels. New 15 x 6 Rally wheel trim ring. Sold as each. New set of four 15
x 6 Rally wheel trim rings. Sold as a set of 4. Measures 15 inches in diameter and 7 inches wide.
This wheel will be just as removed from a vehicle. It will not be new or perfect. It may need
cleaned, blasted, or painted to suite your desires. It will be true and in above average condition.
No certain specific codes or dates. Lug holes will be good. The one you will receive will look
similar to the ones pictured. If you want a real genuine GM unit, here she is. This version fits all
15 X 7 inch rally wheels. Features the correct stepped edge and four inner riveted mounting
clips. The clips don't wrap around the outer lip of the rim like some older versions. Beautiful
stainless steel, the real deal. Made in the USA! Very limited quantity, when they are gone, that's
it! Try WHEA for a new sweet ring! Features the correct stepped edge design, very very close to
what was installed on your 15 x 7 inch rally wheels from the factory. Made from premium quality
stainless steel. Correct wheel application shown is for reference only. Please look at the
pictures shown and make sure this is the version you need. Replaces original GM part number
These rings look and fit great! This steel wheel is 15 X 7 and sold individually. This O. These
steel wheels are an easy way to upgrade the look of your car or truck. Paint them the exact color
you want, and with so many different caps to choose from, you can easily customize these
wheels to your own unique style. Custom size of 15 inches in diameter and 7 inches wide. This
is a 15x7" wheel with a single direct bolt 5 X 4. Benefits of Stainless by not rusting yet the
awesome look of chrome. This steel wheel is 15 X 8 and sold individually. Custom size of 15
inches in diameter and 8 inches wide. This is a 15x8" wheel with a single direct bolt 5 X 4.
Simply insert the reducer into your existing knob, then twist the knob onto your new shifter. Fits
most all 16 mm shifter knobs. Made out of correct OEM thickness stamped steel. Exact fit,
superior workmanship. GM Part : Part of engine Assembly. Exact fit for all SB Chevy engines
including , , , Sold as a set only. Order your new set today and SAVE! Restoring your Chevrolet
to original factory specifications? You'll find the casting numbers that correspond to your car's
Vehicle Identification Number. With this correct information you will avoid buying - and being
sold - the wrong parts. Buying a Chevrolet that has been restored? These numbers will help you
determine whether or not the car has been authentically restored, and whether it's a smart
investment. Searching for factory high-performance parts at swap meets? Correct piece with all
the right mounting holes and locations. Replaces GM part perfectly. Exact shape, size, and
design as factory white version. Replaces original GM part perfectly. Exact fit for all 62 - 72
models. Sold as a set of 3, does one side. Excellent quality, size, and fit. Works great for all OE

style points type distributors. Fits all V8 engines, small block or big block. Three times brighter.
Exact size, and shape, ready to install. It adds hour of a higher wattage light source which is
twice the standard sealed beam. This sealed beam project more uniform beam pattern thereby
helps to evident better at night which enhances driving safety. This XtraVision headlamp has
been designed for maximum durability and performance. Sold each. Works great for most all
models. Replaces GM Part perfectly. Part Number: WIN Excellent quality chrome two bar
window crank. Sold as each! Many cars have had window cranks swapped and changed over
the years. Kit Contains pieces. Made in the USA. This new battery mounting tray is for your 64
and 65 Chevelle. Exact fit for all - models. This tray mounts to your radiator support and holds
the battery. This tray fits and works great. Exact fit for all 64 - 66 Chevelle models.
Remanufactured with 1 Speed. Every wiper motor is re-engineered, built and tested to match
Original Equipment performance. For nearly half a century, our remanufactured Wiper Motors
have provided rock-solid reliability that you can trust for the long haul. No core or core charge
required! This 64, 65, and 66 Chevelle 15 inch trunk spare tire features the correct Crowsfeet
Crosshatch pattern with a fleece material liner. This tire cover is made of heavy-duty material is
precision-cut to original pattern specifications. Made in the USA for a perfect fit and
appearance! Kit features the bell crank, rods, boots, springs, bracket, and hardware. Perfect for
your , , or BBC Chevelle. Excellent quality fit, and feel! We also offer a Master kit, see part CLU if
you need the pedals! Works great for all - models. Sold as a 9 piece kit. Exact fit for all models
with a manual transmisison. Works for all manual transmisison equipped models, three or four
speed cars. Be aware of cheaper priced versions that are primative raw metal. These are the
original style, high quality pedals. These are a matched set of bushing that will replace worn
bushings on one lower control arm. Two required per car sold as each. Works great for all 64,
65, and 66 models with a power convertible top. Exact fit for all 64 - 66 models. Works for all
automatic transmission cars. Must use accelerator cable for gas pedal. Includes all hardware
needed for installation. Complete set with both firewall mounted accelerator pedal kit and a
matching custom auto brake pedals assembly. Truly a beautiful set! It is pictured for your
reference only. Works great for all manual transmission cars. Accelerator gas pedal is designed
to work with throttle cable set ups only. Includes hardware needed for installation. Complete set
with firewall mounted accelerator pedal kit, matching custom brake and clutch pedals. Note:
Under dash pedal support bracket is not included. Sold as a pair. Correct door lock knob ferrule
mounts to inner door panel top metal frame where door lock knob fits into. Chrome door lock
knobs for 64, 65, 66 Chevelle models. Exact fit for all 64, 65, and 66 models. Includes all four
pieces, does one car. Carpet firewall guard for 64, 65, 66 Chevelle models. Featuring accurate
thickness and weight, these are exact replacements of factory originals. The highly-detailed
injection molding process yields far superior parts than those previously vacuum formed. A
guard is located on the firewall below the steering column; carpet tucks up under the firewall
guard for correct installation. If cracked or missing, the guard should be replaced when
installing carpet. This set comes complete with all stainless caped bolts, washers and nuts to
mount the chrome front bumper to the bumper brackets. It's time to replace those old crusty
original bumper bolts. This premium quality installation kit comes complete with contact plate,
2-piece clear plastic ring, spring and contact with sleeve, and installation screws. Awesome set
at an awesome price! Exact fit for all , Chevelle's without a tilt steering column and ALL factory
style steering wheels. Correct shape, size, and fit. Don't fight trying to install the little spring
and plunger contact, this unit has them pre-installed for an easy installation! Exact fit for all 64
65 and 66 models. Eight inch diameter with show chrome plating. Add this new mirror to your
Malibu or Super Sport today! Kick Panels enhance the interior appearance of your ride, they
provide great sound and install with little or no modifications to your vehicle. Designed to
custom fit perfectly with the door panels on your Chevelle. Kick Panels are made of high grade
ABS plastic and can be painted to match the interior of your vehicle. This preformed front brake
line kit includes all the metal brake lines to supply the front two wheels of your vehicle. Our
replacement lines are engineered from factory original lines and CNC manufactured for
precision. Our kit features the better looking clutch and brake pedal assembly. This handle is
made for most original muncie shifters. The chrome handle lever is designed for the 64, 65, and
66 Chevelle models with bucket seats. Gold cadmium plated. Great booster to keep the original
look in tighter places. This is the rear coil spring hold down clamp bracket for rear end. This is
the factory mounting clamp brace that holds the rear coil spring to the rear end. Without these
clamps, your spring will make a clunking noise when driving or going over bumps, or your
spring can fall out completely. These clamps are sold each. A must-have for any vehicle Help
eliminate a noisy ride These Chevelle insulators are used between the rear coil spring and the
frame of your vehicle to eliminate the noises created by metal-to-metal contact. Insulators are
manufactured to OEM specifications for a precise fit and function. These rubber pads are sold

as a pair. Sold as a matched pair. These springs are designed to work only with true factory GM
rear ends. Please check your date and make double sure because these are not returnable.
Perfect for your , , or SBC Chevelle. Works great for adding a and newer GM steering column to
your stock Chevelle dash wiring. Works great for adding a GM steering column to your stock
Chevelle dash wiring. Correct diameter and details. This hub is only needed for 2 spoke wood
style steering wheels. New 2 spoke woodgrain steering wheel for your Chevelle. The simulated
wood wheel was optional and can go for all models. This is the best quality reproduction
available anywhere. Awesome wood grain, texture, and color. Replaces original GM fit and look
perfectly. Looks great, add this wheel to your classic today!! New radio antenna kit for your
Chevelle. Exact fit for all 64, 65, and 66 models with any style radio. This one is for the front
fender mounting location. The mast on this version telescopes up and down. Looks and works
great. Includes everything needed for an easy install. It will break! Exact fit for all - models with
a tilt steering column. New trunk lock cylinder set for your Chevelle. Fits all 64, 65, and 66
models. This version features original style pear shaped headed keys. Includes trunk lock
cylinder, gasket, "U" clip, rod, and OE style headed keys. Exact fit for all - models with a correct
factory style tilt steering column. Excellent quality and fit. Turn signal lever attaches to this part.
Cancels turn signals automatically for cars without tilt steering. New turn signal lever for your
64, 65, or 66 Chevelle. This one features a black knob. Works great for all cars with a tilt steering
column. Works great for all cars without a tilt steering column. Replaces original GM Part
perfectly. New turn signal switch for your , or Chevelle. Replaces GM The cam is stamped BPC
just like originals. This NEW turn signal switch fits 64, 65, and 66 non-tilt Chevelle models. New
turn signal switch for your , or Chevelle for cars with tilt columns. This is the upper rod that
goes through your firewall. From the pedal to Z bar. Measures about Our hidden wiper motor
system is a modern, high-quality replacement for the old system. It is the only replacement
wiper system that is completely hidden, fitting entirely within the airbox in the cowl! This allows
you to remove the stock wiper motor. The wiper motor hole in the firewall can be covered up
with the cover plate supplied in the kit or you can weld in a patch panel to eliminate the hole
entirely. Perfect for Pro Touring, resto mod cars or if you just desire a clean looking firewall.
The kit comes complete less arms and blades. Your stock arms will fit on our system. Works
great for all 64 - 67 models. Correct red, white, and blue coloring and letter font. This shift knob
has the recessed area where the threads start like original Chevelle shift knobs. Shift ball
weighs 9 oz. This is the correct shift ball for console equipped models. T his is the correct shift
ball for non-console models. Also fits some Corvette and Impala models. This accelerator rod is
bent in the right places and includes the bushings and pin. Does one car, all four door hinges.
Shifter handle with release assembly. Great chrome plated die cast reproduction including black
top push button. Replace your worn and abused original handle with this nice new piece. Exact
fit for all TH or TH automatic models with a floor shifter. Exact fit for all , , and Chevelles. This is
the second mount from the rear near your trunk area. Right behind your wheel at the trunk floor
side brace. It is commonly rusted out or missing. This stamped steel bracket welds to the side
of your frame and allows you to mount the body bushings correct. Two required per car, sold as
each. Body to frame cushions, 2 door convertible models. Frame Bushing Set fits: , 64, , 65, , 66,
and 67 Chevelle convertible models. Order you a set today and SAVE! Note: Radiator support
bushings sold separately. Body to frame cushions, 2 or 4 door hardtop or sedan, El Camino,
and 2 or 4 door wagon. Note: Radiator support bushings sold seperatly. Choose your color. Set
includes all four mats, two front and two rear. Color keyed bound edges with premium quality
Griplock no-skid rubber backing. New steering center drag link for your Chevelle. Exact fit for all
64 - 67 Chevelle models. Exact fit for all models except if you have a Turbo automatic
transmission. Correct length with proper ends. Complete wiring system for your , 64, , 65, , 66,
or 67 Chevelle model. Muscle Car Central offers a complete wiring harness to bring your classic
muscle car into the 21st century and beyond. Imagine being able to install a single harness kit
that contains all of the correct connections for every piece of your original equipment; AC,
headlights, engine, column, all the way to the rear bumper, as well as having the option to add
any of the top name accessories being offered. All this in a single kit! Including the correct
connectors, factory fit plugs and terminals that are needed to make this a plug-n-play harness.
You can rest assured that you are getting the most comprehensive and adaptive harness
system on the planet bar none. If your electrical system requirements exceed the capabilities of
your original wiring system, this is the perfect combination of modern high power output and
installation ease. Premium quality American Autowire. Each spring sets comes with the large
clutch return spring that goes from the Z-Bar to the frame bracket as well as a small anti-rattle
spring that goes from the Z-Bar to the clutch fork on some applications to keep the components
from making noise. New clutch lower adjustment rod for your Chevelle. Exact fit for all 64, 65,
66, and 67 models. Fits models with a V8 engine and a manual transmission. This is the

adjusting rod that lets your clutch fork engage. New clutch Z bar frame bracket for your
Chevelle. Welds to the drivers side frame rail. Exact fit for all 64 - 67 models with a big block
engine. Exact fit for all 64 - 67 models with a small block engine. This , , , and Firewall is OE
style and includes all the holes, fasteners, bends and slots of the original. We even matched the
OE wrinkles. This is an important part since many other components are attached or related so
you can count on our panels to fit correctly right out of the box. These beautiful reproductions
include the inside receptacle, bezel, lid and snap right into place. Spring included and sold as
each and does left or right hand side. Finished in a black powder coat. Includes new mounting
hardware. Our NEW high performance G Force Chevrolet coupe transmission crossmember
gives you the room to run a true dual exhaust system. This transmission crossmember has a
double hump design, which gives you plenty of ground clearance! Our A-body crossmember is
a direct bolt on. Purchase transmission mount separately part TRA New replacement body
mount bushing hardware set for your hardtop , , and Chevelle. Kit includes: 12 washers and 12
bolts. If you only need the lower portion of the cowl section, this part can save you some money
on that restoration. Correct dark grey phosphate coating. Exact fit for all 64, 65, 66 and 67
models. Sold in a 5 piece set. Please note that if these do not fit your cowl panel someone has
enlarged or stripped out your cowl. New premium quality cowl panel for your Chevelle. This is
the panel that fits between your hood and windshield. Part Number: SHE Roof dome light base
for 64 - 67 models. New roof dome lamp lens cover for your Chevelle. Correct tear drop design
and details. Super easy install, just snap into place. These door insulation kits provide the
sound solution you have been looking for. Your Chevelle will remain cooler as these pads help
prevent the transfer of heat to the interior of the vehicle. Backed with adhesive for easy
installation. Whether you want to kill the unwanted noise coming from your doors or enhance
the sound effects of your new sound system, this kit gets the job done. Lower hinge to body
bolt each for 64 65 66 67 Chevelle. Quality USA made reproductions. Available individually or in
complete kits. Do your project right. Lower hinge to door bolt-phillips each. Fits 64 65 66 67
Chevelle. Upper door hinge bolt each. New door hinge bolt set for your Chevelle. Exact fit for all
64 - 67 Chevelle. These are the correct bolts to mount your door hinges. Does all four, both
uppers and lowers, left and right. Enough for one car. New door jamb step sill plates for your
Chevelle. Exact fit for all two door models. Features correct ribbed design and "Body By Fisher"
emblem tags riveted as originals. Fits 64, 65, 66, and 67 cars. Exact fit for all 64 - 67 models
except if your a Turbo auto or if your running rear disc brakes. Excellent quality kit! New
emergency parking brake release handle for your Chevelle. New small block engine frame
mounts for your Chevelle. Exact fit for all 64, 65, 66 or 67 SB engines; , , , etc. Superior quality
for your Chevelle restoration. Sold as a matched pair only. Correct version of hard to find
original factory style T-3 headlight assemblies for your 64 - 67 Chevelle. Exact ribbed design
and T-3 center logo. Sold as a 4 piece set only. Matched four piece kit. Great care was taken to
improve the photometrics and candlepower of these bulbs in order to meet the current Federal
Highway Safety Standards, without compromising the original lens prescription. Left hand toe
board. Used to repair the area in front of your floor pan curving up toward the firewall. Correct
for all 64 - 67 Chevelle models. Right hand toe board. Exact fit for all 64 - 67 models. This is the
rubber backed jute padding insulation that runs the length of your firewall on the interior of the
car. Goes under your dash area and installs with push in mounting clips that go through your
firewall. All 64 - 67 A-bodys had a factory installed firewall insulation pad. Helps keep heat and
sound out of your cabin. Includes plastic fastener mounting set. Order yours today! New
original style carpet for your Chevelle. Correct fit for all 64, 65, 66, and 67 two door models.
Available in your choice of all factory colors. Premium quality design and construction. Includes
attached back side jute padding. Proper heel pad, stitching and dimmer switch grommet. Please
don't forget to choose your color option from the drop-down menu. Four speed models will
have the correct raised shifter hump provision. Order yours today!! The floor of your car is a
amplifier of all unwanted sound and vibrations along with excessive exhaust heat. These floor
insulation kits provide the sound and thermal solution you have been looking for. Whether you
want to kill the unwanted noise coming form your car or shield yourself from unwanted heat,
this kit gets the job done. Complete OE style coverage for replacement of entire floor. This
one-piece pan has all the shapes, contours and holes as original. Includes floor pan braces,
inner rockers and seat belt provisions already welded in place. This high quality floor is made
on New tools. If you are looking for true OE style replacement then this pan will be hard to beat.
This heavy gauge stamped steel wire routing channel is designed to protect the wires running
across your floor pan and under the seat. This channel is EDP-coated for protection and
features all of the correct contours for a perfect fit. Fits 64, 65, 66 and 67 Chevelle, Super Sport
and Malibu models. This one is for the front, left hand, driver side. Measures 36 inches from the
flat where the toe starts to go up back toward the front of your seat box. Toe board portion is

about 5 inches where it goes up toward your firewall. This one is for the front, right hand,
passengers side. This floor pan feature a portion of the transmission tunnel. This repair panel
patch fixes rust issues where you put your feet in the back seat. Our - rear floor repair panel
approximately measures 30" W X Exact fit for all 4 speed models that do have a console.
Measures about 10 inches by 10 inches. Exact fit for all 4 speed models that do not have a
console. Measures about 9 inches by 11 inches. Correct fit for all 64 - 67 Chevelle models. This
is a brand new extra light weight material that preforms. The pre-cut pieces make it a breeze to
install! Now you can get a premium quality sound and heat barrier and a great price. These kits
are pre-cut for your Chevelle and have advanced light weight sound deadening technology. Kit
come with detailed instructions to make for a hassle free installation. This complete set
includes pieces for the floor, doors, quarter, and roof panels. It is a soft, self-adhesive
semi-closed cell foam rubber. The foil facing help to reflect the heat radiation, and the foam
rubber "cell" structure help to reduce heat and noise. Complete kit that's easy to install. Great
lightweight kit to help lessen road noise and heat. Part Number: INT Perfect fit for all 64, 65,
66,and 67 models. AC-Delco Front are sold individually. Comes pre bagged in 10 piece set. New
premium quality pair of front arm rest bases for , , and Chevelles. These chrome plated bases
are meant to last and are far superior to other vacuum metalized bases on the market. Correct
length with proper end and threaded rod. New correct style Stainless Steel front end bolt set for
your Chevelle. This bolt kit is made of stainless and black oxide coated to resemble an original
look. Includes oe type black indented hex head pinch point bolts, cage nuts, fender washers,
hood, header panel, valance panel, fenders, inner fenders and grille hardware. Stop looking for
your bolts, here they are. This kit has pieces. New correct style front end bolt set for your
camaro. Includes oe type black indented head pinch point bolts, cage nuts, fender washers,
hood, header panel, valance panel, fenders, inner fenders and grille hardware. Exact fit for
models with a small block V8 engine. Correct red, white, and blue coloring with 2 mounting
studs on the back side. Sold as each, order yours today! Sold as a pair, order yours today!
Exact fit for all models with front drum brakes. Done in high grade braided stainless steel. Exact
fit for all 64, 65, 66, and 67 hardtop models. Features the right contour and bends. Ribbed
texture like originals. Comes black in color and can easily be dyed or painted if needed.
Designed and made in the USA! This direct replacement LH FRONT drum brake wheel cylinder
was specifically engineered to match the fit, function and performance of the original wheel
cylinder on particular vehicles. It is manufactured and tested for quality assurance. Ideal
replacement - specifically engineered to be direct match for original drum brake wheel cylinder
on particular vehicles Cost-effective fix - replacement of cylinder while servicing drum brakes is
fastest, surest way to ensure brake performance Quality materials - made with high-quality
EPDM rubber cups and boots for long-lasting performance Professionally tested - wheel
cylinder bores are surface-tested to ensure an optimum sealing surface for the pressure cups
PART NUMBER: BRCCH. This direct replacement RH FRONT drum brake wheel cylinder was
specifically engineered to match the fit, function and performance of the original wheel cylinder
on particular vehicles. Exact fit for all 64 - 67 models with front drum brakes. Correct gray
coloring. This version does not have any part number stampings or lettering stamped at all. Get
the right look with this old school style shock today. This hose goes from your fuel tank to the
fuel filler neck. Both tower clamps are included to make the connection. Includes GM ink
markings just like originals. Fits all models except wagon and El Camino. Premium quality.
Made with corrosion resistant O. All units are water based leak tested after full product
assembly. Lock ring and gasket included. This is the North American Made premium quality fuel
tank your Chevelle deserves! New front to rear main fuel line clip set for your Chevelle. These
are the clips to mount the long main gas line that runs from your fuel tank area all the way to the
engine block fuel pump. Sold as a complete five piece set. Easy install, just pushes into the
frame. New front to rear main fuel line for your Chevelle. This is the long main gas line that runs
from your fuel tank area all the way to the engine block fuel pump. Exact fit for all two door
hardtop models. This line also prevents pressure from building up due to temperature changes.
Features correctly flared ends, and bends, just as original. Black rubber pad. Same thickness as
original, pad goes between the body and fuel tank serves as an insulator. This pad will reduce
and eliminate squeaking and vibration. Exact fit for all 64, 65, 66, and 67 models except station
wagon or El Camino. Polyurethane bushings resist smooth rotation and impose stiction. Delrin
bushings eliminate the deflection AND the stiction, leading to a huge improvement in both ride
quality and handling. Fits 64 - 67 Chevelles. Achieve significantly better handling and launch
characteristics along with dramatically improved ride quality and service life. The
comprehensive system features heavy duty tubular control arms equipped with patent-pending
R-Joints plus application-tuned HQ Series adjustable shock absorbers. The end result is less
flex for more predictable handling and launch characteristics. StrongArm rear control arms are

precision welded at our Jasper, Indiana factory and then powder-coated for long-lasting
appearance. We install patent-pending R-Joint rod ends and bearings for noise-free, high
articulation movement with zero stiction. R-Joints eliminate the binding, stiction, noise and
vibration associated with poly bushings offered in most aftermarket control arms. R-Joints
never need lubrication and have exceptional wear resistance. For ultimate articulation, the
TruLink system features press-in R-Joints for your axle to upper control arm attachment points.
This critical feature is often overlooked in the upgrade process. We custom-valve them
specifically for the A-Body platform with modern tires. We provide rebound adjustment to help
you fine tune compliance. RideTech HQ Series shocks offer an industry-exclusive 1,, mile
warranty. Down the line, you can upgrade to adjustable coilovers or Shockwaves with matching
TruTurn front suspension. New ground wire for your Chevelle. This handy wire does your
voltage regulator or dash instrument gauge cluster. This wiring harness is the proper length
with eyelets. Two required per car for all 64, 65, 66, and 67 Chevelle models. Fits all - Hardtop
Coupe models. The wiper arm stainless steel material is polished to a bright finish. Factory
correct bayonet style slide on connection where your wiper blade mounts. Headlamp Adjuster
Kit for your , , or Chevelle. This kit does the entire car. Includes 4 springs, 8 adjust bolts and 8
nuts. Unlike generic or late model headlight adjust springs offered elsewhere. This correct
headlamp capsule spring may be a small part, but it sure makes installation simple. Exact fit for
all , , and Chevelle models. Four required per car. Fits: 64, 65, 66 and 67 Chevelle and Malibu
models. Increases space on right hand side of engine bay for headers and valve covers
clearance. Exterior is primed in white which creates a great base for any color paint. This plate
allows the heater function to operate and offers a much cleaner look. Fits all 64, , 65, , 66, , 67
and Chevelle factor air conditioning models. Holes marked in factory location. If you ever need
to replace your heater core, just order one for a factory AC model and this AC delete box will do
the rest. Works great for all - models with factory style air conditioning. New heater core
assembly for your Chevelle. Exact fit for all models with air conditioning. This is a new old stock
copper version. It is the last one available. Get it before it's too late. Select Your Model. The
Essential Chevrolet Parts Reference Chevrolet by the Numbers is the only authoritative
reference for identifying and verifying the correct Chevrolet parts, by casting number, for your
exact model. Measure your frame or crossmember to insure proper selection. Left front wheel
cylinder for all 64, 65, 66, and 67 Chevelle models with drum brakes. Ideal replacement 3 pin dmx cable wiring diagram
2011 is350
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specifically engineered to be direct match for original drum brake wheel cylinder on particular
vehicles. Cost-effective fix - replacement of cylinder while servicing drum brakes is fastest,
surest way to ensure brake performance. Quality materials - made with high-quality EPDM
rubber cups and boots for long-lasting performance. Professionally tested - wheel cylinder
bores are surface-tested to ensure an optimum sealing surface for the pressure cups. Correct
Fuel Gas Tank for 64 - 67 Chevelle models. Sub Category:. Chevelle Audio Radio. Chevelle Body
Chrome Molding. Chevelle Brake Components. Chevelle Bumpers. Chevelle Console. Chevelle
Custom Parts. Chevelle Dash. Chevelle Emblems. Chevelle Engine Components. Chevelle
Exterior Mirrors. Chevelle Firewall Parts. Chevelle Glass. Chevelle Gift Shop. Chevelle
Hardware. Chevelle Interior. Chevelle Literature. Chevelle Sheet Metal. Chevelle Steering.
Chevelle Suspension. Chevelle Switches. Chevelle Windshield Wiper. Chevelle Wiring Harness.

